MEMORANDUM NO. 175, s. 2016

TO : PUBLIC SCHOOLS DISTRICT SUPERVISORS, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

FROM : DEE D. SILVA, DPA, CESO VI
       Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT : BRIGHT SMILE BRIGHT FUTURE

DATE : March 30, 2016

1. Please be informed that the toothbrush and toothpaste is ready to distribute at the division office.
2. The following schools are:

ORIENTAL DISTRICT: IGPIT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                    COGON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                    BAGUMBUHAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                    RAMON MAGSAYSAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                    DON MARIANO MARCOS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                    BADIA NG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                    PEDRO GARCIA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                    APLAYA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                    ISAAC ABALAYAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                    SAN MIGUEL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                    DAWIS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

MT. APO DISTRICT: NECENCIO ISIDRO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                   MARAWER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                   APOLANDIA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                   RIZAL CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                   SOONG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                   BINATON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                   G. REUSORA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

OCCIDENTAL DISTRICT: CASILDO NONOL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                     FEDERICO ALFerez ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                     DIGOS CITY CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                     DOMINGO ABAWAG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                     COLORADO ELEMTNAYS SCHOOL
                     REMEDIOS SAPLALA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                     DULANGAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                     DAMNAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                     JOLENCIO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                     PEDRO BASALAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                     BALABAG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
                     RUPARAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

3. For compliance.